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With so many of us now in a work-from-home environment, dress codes are 
far more relaxed. But for those in the luxury goods sector managing globally 
mobile employees, the pace and volume of work is anything but. The overriding 
consensus at Sterling Lexicon’s recent series of round table discussions with this 
sector is that they have rarely been so busy.

Here we share some of the key themes of our conversations.

Assignment Status: Some Resuming, New Ones on Hold

When the pandemic hit its peak across Europe and North America, some 
participants extended current assignments where the assignee was unable to 
repatriate as planned. As in many other industries, all new assignments were 
placed on hold. 

Over time, some limited activity has resumed both within the EU and Asia. 
Our panel reported that some assignments started virtually, with the individual 
working from the home location until such time as border restrictions are eased.

In our initial conversations, none of our participants reported cancelling 
assignments. However, as the economic impacts of the crisis have evolved,  
global mobility teams are increasingly partnering with the business to   
review assignments on a case-by-case basis.

The financial and workforce 
impacts of COVID-19 are keeping 
global mobility teams busier than 
ever. Some key focus areas right 
now include:

Greater levels of assignment 
review and case-by-case 
decision making

The need to tightly 
manage costs through: 

• Enhanced predictability 
and assessment of 
assignment cost 

• Ability to measure 
assignment ROI 

• Clear demonstration of the 
business case for the move 

Closer collaboration between 
mobility and recruitment to be 
ready for opportunities to acquire 
available industry talent and add 
new skills

The need for responsible 
management of the 
brand identity
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Organisations with more mature mobility 
processes and forecasting tools have been 
better placed to make informed decisions 
on the anticipated value of assignments. 

For example, one participant indicated that they had recently 
put return on investment (RoI) modelling in place, which is 
helping them determine whether the business case for the 
move is still valid in light of economic forecasts and   
mounting financial pressures.

Assessment and Measurement Likely to Increase 

Our discussions revealed the importance of assessment and 
assignment measurement practices and tools. For many 
companies, a closer look at costs and strategic value is driving 
behavioural change. One panellist shared, for example, that 
the global mobility team used the changing emphasis on 
the business rationale landscape to address the assignment 
approval process. They went from seeing approvals based on 
whether the business unit had the available budget, to a much 
closer look at candidate suitability, placing greater emphasis 
on the business rationale.

Cost Reduction and Management 

Although many participants reported greater 
assignment scrutiny resulting from the 
pandemic, they have not implemented  
any specific policy changes yet.  

As noted, some assignments started virtually by necessity, but 
the group did not anticipate a need to develop a formal virtual 
assignment policy. Cost reduction efforts appear to be primarily 
focused on future assignments, in addition to the case-by-case 
review of the ones in progress. “Cost management” is a phrase 
now more regularly heard across the panellists’ organisations. 
Business leaders are looking more closely at what tasks can 
be performed in-house and making more judicious use of 
outsourced service providers’ time. 

In addition, some assignees were included in wider 
organisational cost reduction efforts, such as enforced 
annual leave or furlough schemes.

Government Relief Programmes/Corporate Sustainability 

When it comes to decisions around how to keep the business 
running and whether to participate in any government support 
programmes, the luxury goods sector has to place greater 
importance on the potential brand and image impact than 

some other industry segments might.  According to a Bain 
& Company study last year, 80% of luxury goods customers 
reported a preference for brands which are socially responsible, 
with 60% of respondents believing that luxury brands should be 
more engaged than other industries. Millennial customers are 
a driving force behind this trend which is significant given that 
generations Y and Z contributed all of the market’s growth in 
2019 according to the same report.

It ’s unsurprising, therefore, that some of the larger players in 
the sector have opted not to make use of relief programmes 
during this time for fear of alienating customers. Instead, 
organisations have identified opportunities to promote their 
social responsibility credentials. Burberry, for example, retooled 
its factory in Yorkshire to make gowns and surgical masks 
for NHS staff and has donated 150,000 items of PPE to 
hospital workers.

Clamour for Talent 

In addition to other types of cost containment measures, many 
organisations have a recruitment freeze in place for all but 
the most business-critical roles. The financial impact of the 
pandemic has hit a number of organisations: Ralph Lauren 
reported a first-quarter loss of $249 million; Richemont, the 
world’s second largest luxury group, recently reported a 
67% fall in net profit for their March year end, and Burberry 
announced a 62% fall in pre-tax profits. 

The impact of COVID-19 and a strong possibility of mergers and 
acquisitions in the luxury goods sector could result in greater 
levels of talent available in the market shortly. Savvy recruitment 
teams are paying attention. Some of our panellists reported 
that they are starting to work with their recruitment and talent 
functions to identify mobility options and implications.

There is also a likelihood that organisations will look to acquire 
talent with competencies outside of the typical skillset found 
in the industry, to meet the rapidly changing environment and 
new demands imposed by the virus. Digital transformation is a 
good example. Bain & Company reported last year that online 
sales account for 12% of the market, 75% of luxury transactions 
were influenced by the online channel, and 20% to 25% of 
purchases were digitally enabled. With the in-store experience 
– a significant factor in the sale of luxury goods – changing 
with social distancing, companies within this sector will need  
to acquire enhanced digital competencies. Virtual reality and



livestreaming have already become key features during the pandemic. A McKinsey 
report notes that “virtual try-on services and matching suggestions curated by 
artificial intelligence (AI) both increase the likelihood consumers will purchase online.” 
These market changes may well keep global mobility professionals occupied for 
some time to come.

The Importance of the East 

Our panellists remained cautiously optimistic about global mobility in China, 
with most reporting that they have seen little change as a result of the pandemic. 
According to Bain & Company, Chinese customers accounted for 90% of the global 
market growth in 2019, and 35% of the value of luxury goods sold in the world. 
McKinsey estimates that purchases outside the mainland accounted for more than 
half of China’s luxury spend last year.

However, as consumers are wary of global travel, demand for luxury goods is likely 
to be generated through domestic markets. Global mobility professionals will be 
keeping an eye on the APAC region when working with the business to plan future 
assignments. In the wake of the worst of the pandemic, political unrest, which saw 
a 20% contraction in the luxury goods sector last year has started to come to the 
fore again. Additionally, Mercer’s annual cost of living survey reports that Hong 
Kong is still the most expensive city in the world in which to live. With profits under 
pressure, organisations may look to focus assignments within the mainland.

It’s Not All About the Virus 

Clearly, Covid-19 has dominated the agenda and will continue to shape 
international assignments for the immediate future. But our participants are also 
acutely aware that there are other important issues which haven’t gone out of 
fashion. With Brexit looming large, global mobility teams are still busy supporting 
the business with temporary residence permits for employees and planning for a 
new UK immigration system due to start on 1 January 2021, which does not provide 
for any preferential treatment of EU citizens. 

Similarly, they noted that they continue to grapple with the EU Posted Workers 
Directive, particularly as further requirements are likely to be put in place at 
the end of July.

Conclusion

“Every paused journey will eventually restart” Louis Vuitton wrote on its social 
media channels at the beginning of the pandemic outbreak. The feel from our 
luxury goods sector panellists is that we’re at the beginning of that journey from a 
global mobility perspective. As travel restrictions are lifted, we will begin to see the 
extent to which international assignments are approved and how global mobility 
begins to reshape. A French court recently ordered luxury perfume producer 
Interparfumsto pay €50,000 in damages to an employee who suffered from “bore-
out”. It seems unlikely that our global mobility panellists will be suffering from the 
same affliction any time soon. 

Learn more about how 
Sterling Lexicon can 
help you navigate the 
next normal and update 
your global mobility 
programmes accordingly.

visit sterlinglexicon.com
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